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A series of lessons and craft ideas related to ‘Coming Home’ intended
for children in Key Stage 2 of primary school. You can decide to use the
whole series of lessons or just pick and choose as you wish. Ideas are given
throughout to create a working wall display as you go.
You may wish to use the craft sessions alongside Literacy, to build a beautiful
display, linked to the book. You may need to adjust these plans slightly,
according to the year group you are working with or your cohort of children.
Supporting resources:
Home Outline (lesson 1)
Robin Outline (lesson 2)
Story Map (lesson 5)
Resources also available at:
waitrose.com/homeforchristmas

With thanks to St Stephen’s CE Primary School,
Twickenham TW1 1LF

Lesson 1

Resources:

Curriculum Area:

Length of session:

‘Home’

Literacy (vocabulary focus)

Learning Objective:

Book ‘Coming Home’ (video version available at
waitrose.com/cominghome)
Supporting Resource: Lesson 1 - Home Outline

45 mins – 1 hour

To discuss and understand the word ‘home’

National Curriculum Objective (Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6)
Y3/Y4: (Reading) discussing words and phrases that capture the reader’s interest and imagination
Y3/Y4: (Reading) discussing their understanding and explaining the meaning of words in context
Y3/Y4: (Writing)
Pupils should be taught to plan their writing by:
• discussing how to write in a similar way to the text to what they are planning to write, in order to understand and
learn from ‘Coming Home’s’ structure, vocabulary and grammar
• discussing and recording ideas
Draft and write by:
• composing and rehearsing sentences orally (including dialogue), progressively building a varied and rich vocabulary
and an increasing range of sentence structures
Y5/Y6: (Reading) discussing their understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context
Y5/Y6: (Writing) draft and write by:
	selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can change and enhance meaning

Lesson:
NB: this lesson may be a sensitive subject for some children who may have had to recently leave home for any reason,
or children who have family members who are not at home – please start with session 2 if you feel appropriate.
Display the front cover and title of the book ‘Coming Home’.
Write the word ‘home’ in the middle of a large piece of paper.
Ask children to discuss this word together for a few minutes. What does it mean?
After a few minutes, take some responses. Scribe some key words on a large piece of paper with the word ‘home’ in the middle.
Read a dictionary definition of the word ‘home’ to the children.
Does the word ‘home’ mean the same to everyone? Share responses and discuss.
On individual wipe boards or plain paper, ask children to make four sections and entitle them See, Hear, Smell, and Feel.
SEE					

HEAR

SMELL				

FEEL

Allow a few minutes quiet thinking time and ask them to think of home and what it means to them. Teacher does so too.
Teacher then models filling out the ‘Hear, See, Smell and Feel’ grid overleaf for what home means to her/him. What do they see, smell,
hear and feel at home?
For example…
See:
blue front door, flowery doormat, comfy old sofa, brothers.
Hear: radio, children laughing, kettle boiling, tv
Smell: roast chicken, mum’s perfume, dog after a walk!
Feel:
warm, cosy, happy, content, cuddles from dog, soft fur when stroking cat
Allow the children to make notes on what the word ‘home’ means to them.
Share their ideas with a partner. Edit and improve their own notes.
Publish onto the empty frame of the home outline (Supporting Resource). Children can write their own words of home in any
order to create a collage of words. For example, might arrange/repeat words to form the shape of a window etc.
Share and begin a display wall with some examples of these word collages.

Example of completed task

Home Outline
Supporting Resource:
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Lesson 1

Lesson 2
‘Robin’

Curriculum Area:

Reading

Learning Objective:

Resources:
Book ‘Coming Home’ (video version available at
waitrose.com/cominghome)
Supporting Resource: Lesson 2 - Robin Outline

Length of session:

45 mins – 1 hour

To explore the book ‘Coming Home’
To perform a section of the book ‘Coming Home’

National Curriculum Objective (Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6)
Y3/Y4: (Reading)
• preparing poems and play scripts to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through intonation,
tone, volume and action
• discussing words and phrases that capture the reader’s interest and imagination
• recognising some different forms of poetry (for example, free verse, narrative poetry)
Y3/Y4: (Reading) identifying how language, structure, and presentation contribute to meaning
Y5/Y6: (Reading) preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through intonation,
tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience

Lesson:
Search for an audio clip of robin song from the internet. Does anyone know what type of bird sings like this? Discuss. What do
children know about robins?
Explain that we are going to read a book ‘Coming Home’ in which the central character is a robin. The author is Michael Morpurgo
– has anyone read any other books written by him?
Look at front cover only. What time of year is it? How do you know? (Light, shadows, foliage). Why is home important at this
time of the year? (getting out of the cold, being with family, enjoying warming food).
Teacher either reads book or plays online story version – be ready to pause!
Read first double page spread – what form is this text? Story, diary, poem? How do you know?
Vocabulary check: darting, flitting, swooping, soaring
Act out these words. Does anyone know any synonyms for these words?
“Get there I must, get there I will. I will.” Why does this line end with such a short sentence? What does it tell you as a reader?
(Robin’s determined nature).
List characteristics of robin on Supporting Resource 2 - Robin Outline.
• Write his feelings and thoughts INSIDE the outline e.g. determined.
• Write outward appearances OUTSIDE the outline at different points in the story as you go.
Continue to read the story (or use online story version) up to the point ‘Down I go’ – when the robin is flying over the boat.

Reader Performance: divide the class into pairs or threes and allocate a paragraph of the book for them to rehearse.
Children to practise reading with expression. This will allow them to absorb the words, tunes and patterns of the poem so far.
Encourage use of tone and other sound effects such as drumming the table for dramatic effect in the storm or pattering rain.
Please note, this is NOT acting but reading with as much expression as possible.
Allow children time to rehearse and perfect their performance.
Finish lesson with class performance of the story so far. If possible, film their performances to play back to the children tomorrow.
Update the characteristics of the robin on the outline on the working wall.

Example of completed task

Robin Outline
Supporting Resource:
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Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Resources:

Curriculum Area:

Length of session:

‘The Fisherman’

Reading

Learning Objective:

Book ‘Coming Home’ (video version available at
waitrose.com/cominghome)

45 mins – 1 hour

To explore the feelings and thoughts of the main character

National Curriculum Objective (Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6)
Y3/Y4 and Y5/Y6: (Reading) Understand what they read by:
• drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions,
and justifying inferences with evidence
• predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
• identifying main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph and summarising these
• identifying how language, structure, and presentation contribute to meaning
Y3/Y4: (Reading)
• Participate in discussion about both books that are read to them and those they can read for themselves,
taking turns and listening to what others say.
Y5/Y6: (Reading)
• Participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they can read for themselves,
building on their own and others’ ideas and challenging views courteously.

Lesson:
Re-cap on Lesson 2 and play film of class performance if possible.
Compare & Contrast
Display next double page spread - once the robin has landed on the fisherman’s boat. What impression do we get of the
fisherman? How does the author want us to view the fisherman? (Frightening, monstrous, towering). Discuss the colours of the
illustrations which support this. At this point move on to Thought Tunnel activity below.
Thought Tunnel: Dilemma: Should Robin continue on his journey?
Invite the children to make two lines and face each other. Chose a child who will be Robin who walks between the lines to
hear advice. One line of children to give reasons why Robin should turn back and the other line of children gives reasons
why Robin should continue. Allow each group to gather thoughts for each side for a few minutes.
Teacher talks to chosen Robin to explain that he/she can chose but she must give reasons for her decision.
When the children are ready, Robin walks slowly between the two lines and listens to the reasons on both sides. Explain
to children that this is meant to sound like thoughts in Robin’s head so it doesn’t matter if ideas get repeated. Encourage
teamwork and careful listening by waiting for turns to speak. Only the children near Robin at that time should speak.
Robin to make decision when Teacher feels the time is right/enough reasons have been given. This may require some
practice and a few retakes!

Compare & Contrast (continued)
Display the next double page spread. What impression do we get of the fisherman now? Which words change
our opinion of him (cupped, kindest, cheer, happy, easy).
Continue to read story to the end.
Talk to your partner: what is Robin’s meaning of ‘home’? How is it similar/different to yours? Discuss as a class.
Refer to lesson 1 work as a prompt for discussion.

Pages from book

The deck pitches and rocks, rises and falls.
Judge the landing, get it just right.

Perch, cling on, but a breaking wave sweeps me away,

Down onto the deck, rolls me over and over.
Helpless now.
. . . I look up and see,
One big boot,
then two big hands,
reaching for me,
Then nothing.

Until, until . . .

Waking from my dreams, dreams of her, of home.
Warm all through, my feathers dry.

Easy to be happy here.
They give me drink, and raisins.
I grow strong again, ready to go,
Must go.

Flutter to the window, flutter to the door.
They know I have to go. Cupped in kindest hands,
“Off you go, little bird, off you go!”
Waved away, cheered away,
heart full of thanks.
On my way.
I’m coming home.

And I know my way too,
Feel it in my bones,
In my wings, in my heart.
A shining sea below me,
Calmer waters, sandy shores,
crying gulls.

Lesson 4

Resources:

Curriculum Area:

Length of session:

‘Bird Food’

Science

Learning Objective:
			

2 cups sunflower seeds*
10 digestive biscuits
1 pack vegetable fat or lard**
(string & pine cones if you want to make hanging seed balls)

1–1.5 hours

To understand what UK garden birds eat in winter
To make a seedcake, suitable for use outdoors, for a garden bird

National Curriculum Objective (Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6)
Y3: Pupils should be taught to:
• identify that animals, including humans, need the right types and amount of nutrition, and that they cannot
make their own food; they get nutrition from what they eat
Y4:

• recognise that environments can change and that this can sometimes pose dangers to living things.

Y6:

• identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their environment in different ways and that adaptation
may lead to evolution.

Lesson:
Does anyone have a bird table in their garden or know anyone who does?
Show final double page spread of ‘Coming Home’. Can you feed garden birds anything you like?
Use internet and library books to research what British garden birds can eat in the winter. Children to make notes.
Suggested website: http://www.rspb.org.uk/discoverandenjoynature/discoverandlearn/birdguide/
Share ideas. Children can design posters on what British garden birds can eat in winter.
Teacher to model making a seedcake or seed ball, suitable for a robin or any kind of garden bird in winter when it is very cold.
To make the bird cake mixture
1. Cut the lard into small pieces.
2. Mix the biscuits, seeds and the lard together in the bowl.
To make free-standing bird cakes
1. Take handfuls of the mixture and form into small cake shapes with your fingers.
2. Put them in the fridge to harden, then place outside on a table or windowsill ready for the birds!
To make hanging seed balls
1. Tie some big knots all along the length of a piece of string and squeeze the bird cake mix over these.
2. Leave in the fridge to harden, then hang the string from a branch outdoors.

*IMPORTANT: Allergies to sunflower seeds are fairly uncommon but check medical history of children in your class before you
proceed with this activity. **Lard will not be suitable for children who do not wish to handle anything derived from pork.

Example of completed task

Lesson 5
‘Story Map’

Curriculum Area:

Literacy

Learning Objective:

Resources:
Book ‘Coming Home’ (video version available at
waitrose.com/cominghome)
Supporting Resource: Lesson 5 - Story Map

Length of session:

1 hour

To draw a story map for ‘Coming Home’

Success criteria:
I can choose the main points of the story for my story map
I can draw a simple picture for each point
I can choose some suitable quotations from the book to go with my main points
I can draw the points in chronological order

National Curriculum Objective (Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6)
Y3/Y4 and Y5/Y6: (Reading)
• identifying main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph and summarising these
• identifying how language, structure, and presentation contribute to meaning

Lesson:
Teacher to explain that today we are going to draw a story map for the story ‘Coming Home’. Teacher to outline how
to do this and share above success criteria.
Note–taking: Teacher to re-read whole book ‘Coming Home’ or play online video version. Stop reading or pause at various
sections to allow children to make notes on the main points of the story. Encourage them to jot quotations that stick out for them.
Teacher to model drawing a story map, highlighting success criteria as he/she does so.
Allow children time to draw their story map on plain A4 paper. If appropriate, children can work in pairs on a sheet of
A3 paper together.
As children are working, Teacher to circulate and share good ideas, which other children can ‘steal’.
When children have completed their maps, they work on re-telling the story aloud to a partner with expression and mostly
in their own words, inserting quotes from the book. They don’t need to re-tell it in poetry form but can do so as prose.
If time allows, ask a child to re-tell story to the class, using his/her story map as a reference. (See example overleaf.)

Example of completed task

Story Map
Supporting Resource:
Copyright 2016 Waitrose

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

Resources:

Curriculum Area:

Length of session:

‘Your Story’

Writing

Learning Objective:

Book ‘Coming Home’ (video version available at
waitrose.com/cominghome)

2–3 hours

To write your own version of ‘Coming Home’

National Curriculum Objective (Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6)
Y3/Y4: (Writing) Pupils should be taught to:
Plan their writing by:
• discussing how to write in a similar way to what they are planning to write, in order to understand and
learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar
• discussing and recording ideas
Draft and write by:
• composing and rehearsing sentences orally (including dialogue), progressively building a varied and
rich vocabulary and an increasing range of sentence structures (English Appendix 2)
• organising paragraphs around a theme
Evaluate and edit by:
• assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting improvements
• proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency, including the accurate use
of pronouns in sentences
Y5/Y6: (Writing) Pupils should be taught to:
Plan their writing by:
• identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form and using other
similar writing as models for their own
• noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary
• in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings in what pupils
have read, listened to or seen performed
Draft and write by:
• selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can change and enhance meaning
• in narratives, describing settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey character and
advance the action
Evaluate and edit by:
• assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing
• proposing changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to enhance effects and clarify meaning
• ensuring the consistent and correct use of tense throughout a piece of writing
• ensuring correct subject and verb agreement when using singular and plural, distinguishing between the language
of speech and writing and choosing the appropriate register
• proofread for spelling and punctuation errors

Lesson:
Talk to your partner: describe your journey home from school in as much detail as possible. Teacher to model both a spoken
version without detail and a detailed version so that they understand what detail means.
Teacher to quickly ‘map’ their own journey home on a piece of large paper (through school gates, turn left, up the hill, past the
train station, right at the corner shop, over the footbridge and down the alleyway). Model to children how to make notes on this.
Explain to the children that they are going to use their own journey home to write a version of ‘Coming Home’ in the style
of Michael Morpurgo.
Imagine it is the last day of term before the Christmas holidays and you are just about to leave home.
Provide an example of the first few lines to get children started, for example:

Come my heart, and come my feet,
I must leave before the iron gates shut,
Guide me, guide me home.
I must be on my way.
Safe in the crowds, safe among friends,
Jumping and hopping, chatting and smiling,
Onwards, forwards, long way to go,
Get there I must, get there I will. I will.
Take this structure of four lines ending in a short sentence and ask children to make their own up, using the ideas of their
own journey home. They may prefer to work in partners.
Allow children time to write this.
Teacher to mark for guidance so that children can edit and improve.
Publish finished pieces for display wall in best handwriting, with illustrations.

Example of completed task

Home Outline
Supporting Resource:
Copyright 2016 Waitrose

Lesson 1

Robin Outline
Supporting Resource:
Copyright 2016 Waitrose

Lesson 2

Story Map
Supporting Resource:
Copyright 2016 Waitrose

Lesson 5

Craft Idea:

Paperchain robins
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Craft Idea:

Thumbprint robins
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What you will need:
Brown paint
Red paint
FIne black pen

Step 1:
Use your thumb to make the
brown body of the robin

Step 2:
Use your little finger to make
the red breast of the robin

Step 3:
Draw in the eye, beak, tail
and feet with black pen

Craft Idea:

Christmas card

Copyright 2016 Waitrose

Michael Morpurgo, OBE, is the
former Children’s Laureate and
bestselling author of more than
130 books for children, including
Private Peaceful, Kensuke’s
Kingdom, The Butterfly Lion, and
War Horse, which first performed
at the National Theatre in 2007.
In 1976, Michael and his wife,
Clare, started the charity Farms
for City Children. The charity runs
three farms around the country,
in Gloucestershire, Pembrokeshire
and North Devon. Each farm
offers children and teachers
from urban primary schools
the chance to live and work
in the countryside for a week,
and gain hands-on experience.
michaelmorpurgo.com
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